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Chapter 14
Approaching the Umrii system.

The final stairwell seemed insurmountable, but so did the walk from the cabin
—nothing like keeping an audience waiting. The fuzz on Celia's teeth had grown 
into a full shag. She could have kicked herself for not giving them a sonic 
cleaning before sealing herself into the enviro suit for the last two days. She had 
fixated on the moment she could take the helmet off. If not for oral hygiene, then 
for the fresh air, but most certainly to work out the stabbing pain in her neck 
from sleeping with the damn thing on.

The syncopated tap of the rod and shuffle of her boots on the polished treads 
was a rhythmic reminder of everything they went through the other day. Celia 
was supposed to be on a different ship headed to another planet on an 
archeological expedition, not hiding from some unknown planet-destroying 
galactic threat. Hell's they all had their own lives to continue, and Major Skandii 
should still be alive. 

Celia steadied herself on the landing. The stim unit worked its magic, and her 
rib felt great, but her left hand was still sore. One more day, and she could tie her 
own shoe.

“Take us out of slipstream, Mister Cort,“ Maxtron called out.

Celia limped the last few steps into the bridge.

"Dropping out in…." The pilot pressed holo buttons and sliding screens 
around his station. "Seven, six, five, four, three, two, one."

"Well done. Let's get secondary systems back online." Maxtron nodded to 
Celia as he stood up from the command chair.

A wave of gravity filled her belly as everything gained mass in the snap of a 
finger.  Maxtron ran a search for ships and sensor arrays; textbook procedure, as 
always. Green lights flashed in her helmet and in the bridge to indicate that the 
atmosphere had been restored. Nobody waited to remove their helmet. While 
breathable, the air was freezing. Celia welcomed the frigid embrace.

Jacey spun his seat around. “I've got'er pointed to Umrii.“ He shot up into a 
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salute.

“Let's not do that anymore, shall we?“ Celia spoke through gritted teeth.

She did her best impersonation of a regular person as she walked to the 
command chair and let out a hiss of a breath as she sat down and cursed her 
body’s betrayal. 

“Do we have a flight plan, Chief?“

“Roger. Umrii’s planetary sensors will clock us as an average crew transport 
to  “ He ’flung’ the route from his station to Jacey’s heads-up display.

“Blending in sounds good to me.“ She engaged the comm button, “Doc, care 
to join us?“

Ponderous thuds preceded Hamilton's entry to the bridge. He was still in his 
enviro-suit and trademark lab coat. His cheeks betrayed two days of ginger 
stubble that stood out on his gray-green skin.

“How's our passenger?“ Celia tried to lighten the mood. 

“Healthy as can be, but I’ve detected some oddities.“ 

“Remind me to have you fill us in before we wake him up.“ Celia turned to 
Ph’avell with a wince, “Anything we need to know about the safe house?“ 

The main holo-board flashed to life with a map of Umrii as Ph'avell stood.

“I've spent my share of time in this galaxy's top-notch shit holes, and Umrii 
ranks right up there. Or down—whichever's worse. The planet was incorporated 
by powerful mineral conglomerates, serving the Union’s voracious needs. They 
operate outside Union control to avoid taxes and regulations. But functioning 
outside the Union's aegis opened doors for a host of illegal operation and a safe 
haven for flesh mods, hackers, mercs, and assassins.“ 

“No surprise, ForceCon keeps a safe house outside of Kamadi, the Jewel of 
Umrii. Many high-value targets come to Kamadi to lay low. So our team spent 
plenty of time tracking and rolling up persons of interest here.“

“Doesn’t sound like a nice place,” Maxtron raised a cautious hand, “is the safe 
house… safe?“ 
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The city was highlighted on the screen, and a green dot appeared to its West.

"Kamadi is a pit, but the safe house is a good hour and a half out of the city 
via ground transport. By air, fifteen to twenty. The walled compound is large 
enough to hold three landers. It has a main house, large maintenance shed with 
land vehicles, and, most importantly, a secured supply cache below. It was an 
industrialist's hunting lodge before it fell into disuse, and we took residence."

“We’ll develop a defensive plan and re-supply list when we land.“ 

"Looks like we have a safe place to set a plan of action and get some fresh air," 
Celia said.

Ph'avell made a choking cough as he sat back at his station.

                                                                                                    

Maxtron had never really traveled outside the Union. His idea of travel 
consisted of all-inclusive resorts that specialized in adventure sports. He never 
participated but enjoyed people's responses when he mentioned them. Maxtron 
had no idea what to expect from Umrii. The Dragonfly leveled off on its descent, 
and before them lay an ochre gash bleeding across the murky nighttime horizon. 
The warning of the oncoming dawn made him reconsider the entire plan. Jacey 
dropped the ship lower, and Maxtron spotted a small reddish sea across the 
desolate surface through the bisque clouds.

 “Not exactly paradise.” Maxtron turned, “What gives with the atmo?“

"Cut-rate terraforming systems to save a credit," Ph'avell kept his eyes glued 
to the long-distance scanner, "and a glaring lack of environmental standards." 

Maxtron squinted and thought there was a certain rustic charm in it.

Thick specter-like plumes of dust, gas, and smoke loomed above mining 
complexes in the distance. Jacey dropped the Dragonfly into an ultra-low altitude 
of 400 meters above the deck as they vectored toward a jagged mountain range. 
They raced over narrow gorges packed with olive and red vegetation that 
crisscrossed the rough landscape. Choosing to ignore the looming possibility of a 
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fiery crash below, Maxtron kept his eye on the craggy black wall growing before 
them. He edged further out of his seat, straining to spot an opening in the near-
vertical range. Why hadn't Celia told the ensign to slow down? 

Maxtron’s gut lurched as Jacey trimmed the throttle back as the ship pitched 
to and fro as they banked, climbed, and dove through the ice-capped maze.  He 
spotted Hamilton bracing himself against the console, “What's a matter Doc, 
afraid of becoming a hero?“

“No, just dying like one.“ Hamilton closed his eyes.

The Dragonfly broke free of the thin clouds as it crested the sharp peaks, Jacey 
cut power, and the ship's nose pitched down. They were in free-fall, darting into 
the daybreak. Had the drives lost power? Maxtron checked the status of the ion 
drives and braced himself against the console as they fell in silence. There was a 
kick as the ship leveled off at 300 meters, then screamed along the barren land.

“I love this ship!“ Jacey cheered.

“Then, by all means, keep it in one piece, Ensign.“ Hamilton squawked.

Lights flashed at Ph’avell’s station.

“Ensign, slow the ship to cruising speed.” The Thandarian said.

Ph’avell zoomed the holo-vis image in on the target. Perched on top of the 
only rise for hundreds of kilometers, the safe-house didn't look like any hunting 
lodge Maxtron had been to. Unlike those grand forested lodges, this one looked, 
well, crumbly. An unglamorous blemish on an ignominious landscape. Every 
part of the compound was a reddish-tan variation of the parched ground it sat 
upon. One other man-made shared the panorama, a single unimproved roadway 
extending northwest toward what Maxtron assumed was Kamadi. 

“Welcome to 'Hotel Perdition.' No concierge, no room service, and no 
neighbors.“ Ph'avell said.

No kidding. But if the others felt safe here, maybe they could be convinced to 
return sooner. 

“VOZ, shift the spectrum to infrared?“ Celia leaned forward as the image 
shifted to a blue-gray tone. The compound was cold from the night. Only the 
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roof edges that first caught the sun showed any warmth.

“Looks empty,“ Celia said.

MAxtron pulled the image back twenty percent. It wasn't the Union he 
worried about; it was the extremists who Ph'avell said hid on this planet.

The infrared signature of the countryside matched the compound, save one 
small patch five klicks past the rise.

“There!“ Maxtron pointed, “VOZ, lock in on that hot spot and zoom in to 
maximum magnification.“

The image centered, then enlarged upon a single figure and hundreds of 
grazing animals.

“Rezamists?“ Maxtron asked.

“Most likely.” Ph'avell replied, “The majority of technograrian populations 
are.“ 

“Should we be concerned?“ Celia asked.

 “Nah, they're gentle, honorable people, not a threat. They keep to themselves 
and their traditions.“

“How did they get here? Wasn't this planet terraformed?“ Maxtron scanned 
the empty land.

"Funny thing about hiring nomadic people to work in stationary jobs, they 
tend to roam. Eventually, they filtered into the landscape, and the mining 
companies hired replacements. Life finds a way. The hunting lodges imported 
endless game herds, and the silbuck thrived." Ph'avell pulled up the surrounding 
map, "This particular group travels north in the summer and south for the 
winter. Our squadron has traded with them, and they've tipped us off to some 
HVT's hiding out in their lands. They won't be a problem for us."

“Take us in, Ensign.“ Maxtron had a hard time believing that.

“What say we go talk to our guest?” Celia stood up.

Maxtron was okay with this ridiculous detour if it meant he could deliver the 
most wanted individual in the Union to the powers that be. And if his career 
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benefited from this, then so be it. They deserved something for what they had 
endured.
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